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New Year Loan from DenizBank without commission
besides lottery tickets as gift!
DenizBank is providing consumer loan special for New Year without
commission with lottery tickets as gift. You can apply for the New Year
Loan with a single SMS fast and easy. You can also apply for the New
Year Loan of DenizBank through Facebook which is a “unique”
application in Turkey.
Providing innovative and special solutions for customer needs with its financial portal approach,
DenizBank welcomes 2012 with a brand new and advantageous campaign for customers.
Customers shall be able to cover their needs with this campaign valid until December 25, 2011.
Also a lottery ticket shall be given as gift for customers who use this loan.
You can apply from Facebook
Gökhan Ertürk, Executive Vice President in charge of Retail Banking Group at DenizBank said
“We will give a lottery ticket to our customers who use the New Year loan without commission
from our Bank”. Furthermore, all Facebook users will be able to apply for credits from DenizBank’s
Facebook page. As DenizBank, in the New Year, we will be beside the consumers with easy and
rapid credit options for every kind of needs. We invite consumers to benefit from the vast
opportunities offered by DenizBank in the New Year as well.”
With only one SMS
With the new campaign of DenizBank, consumers can use credits without commissions with only
one SMS for their cash needs. One only needs to text KREDIM and send his or her Republic of
Turkey ID number to 3280 or apply for credit on the WEB with only the Republic of Turkey ID
number through DenizBank web page or Facebook. Consumers can learn the result of their
applications in 5 minutes through the text message sent to their mobile phones and easily use
their credit from DenizBank braches on the same day.

